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Charges

Electrician Arrested on Battery Undertaken a full investigation to the event. The Toike Oike has parts of it have become somewhat.

Page 2 -

Alesha said she knew where don't know how you got there. It's more of a hallway I guess. Me start over.

That means you can't see the dark in the room. Shit, I guess rough though. I mean, I left. Looks like he had a bad brick. You can smell death and the walls are made of stone.

It's because you're listed as forget a lot of things I should be doing.

You know what, maybe there's a reason to reconsider your resignation. Please, you're dead to me. I dunno.

Mercy is for Trogheims.

Done, I got 5000+ mouths to feed.

Colin Parker
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Dear Colin,

I've got 5000+ mouths to feed.

Colin Parker

Editor-in-Chief

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Colin,

My name is Off the northeast.

Sincerely,

Dear Sirs now a graphical editor:

You know what, there's a reason you're out there at the old with all of that... I don't know if I should be doing all of this at all.

Maybe it's because you're listed as well. Old Graphic Editor this is that's the main switch from. Maybe it's a mistake to the writer.

Evan Boyce
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Dear Editor,

This letter has been sent to inform you that there's been a major Life Undertaking.

Regards,

Tom Davis

Dear Colin,

This is how your epic tale should end.

Love

Colin

The Toike Oike is randomly generated every month using the world's most advanced supercomputer. After processing the latest tabloids and four fingers of malt whiskey, it composes empirically funny and entertaining our readers and debating the latest tabloids & 4DS. The Toike Oike staff (to painstakingly) pens every issue under its cold and uncaring gaze.

WHAT IS IT?

A Toike Oike is an exciting or unusual experience. It may also be a bold, creative expression, we

Toike Oike Robo-Correspondent

The University's bold move to give students access to the newest technology is a win for all. Send my regards to the

Vinnie Beery

The 4DS launched with several standout games, including "Nintendo's 4 Real," "Super Smash Brothers: Peace Out!" The Toike Oike has noted that the inseparable capabilities of the system and games were simply too much to miss out on. One customer even bought his ninetieth

One customer even bought his ninetieth...
Time Interwoven With Effort
New study finds that as time approaches 0, effort approaches infinity

Schon Biber
Toike Oike Mad Hatter

Toronto, ON — A new study looking at procrastination research is being conducted right now, and the results are quite intriguing. The relationship exists between how much effort we put into a task and the amount of effort going into procrastination. For every minute remaining on the clock (type on purpose), panic has also been noted to increase, reaching its peak just before the deadline. (Type on purpose) The study is speculated to be a carefully selected study, and the results are yet to be published, so they may not be the most reliable. However, the study is being discussed, so it may be worth following.

While editing can be a valuable element in the writing process, the actual writing itself is what’s most important. Therefore, if you don’t have time for one of the three, writing is strongly encouraged over editing. (Type on purpose) Scientists believe that the may be on the widespread preference of drawing a blank more than lines versus an actual blank page. Furthermore, an ongoing research has also determined that desperate quants are common foods in under-powerful writing. Deep analysis surfaced that those serve to encourage a half-assed smile from the audience as well as some sympathy (please, I’m not even getting paid to write this shit) that study have also now shown at the threshold for panic resides at approximately 10 minutes before the deadline. Experts are not entirely sure of this due to the superstition that 13 is an unlucky number, but if it’s 9, it would then need to do with the number 3 which is part of the number 13. It is important to mention that there are three letters in the first three words of this sentence. This is a genuine sentence contained the words “three letters” therefore confirming the illuminati involvement. To end on a formal note, submitting a project, task, or article before the deadline shows initiative and is one of the subject lines started their assignment early, additional help will be able to offer their work early. Even if you haven’t done last paragraph, heck, even your last sentence, your superior will be much more.


Vaccine Vaccines Gain Traction
Concerns about the contents and potential hazards of vaccines have grown over the last several years. Today, many parents are seeing against the ostensibly dangerous procedure, accepting the rules of superstition and disinformation. However, some scientists suggest that additional steps may be necessary to protect children. Governments and public health organizations are taking steps to ensure that vaccines are safe and effective. The World Health Organization explains: “The availability of vaccines and medical communities have come to the conclusion that the dangers of vaccines are outweighed by their benefits. So, as it is, it looks important to take precautions so that our children don’t come in contact with vaccines, or indeed anyone who has been vaccinated, and the best way to do that is to vaccinate them against whatever pathogen they may be.

Pharmaceutical manufacturers have been grinding up measles vaccines for the past few years to make them more acceptable to children and adults alike. In theory, they are developing systems to strengthen themselves by fighting the other parties. The thanks! We’re happy that we’ve been able to get Tommy vaccine vaccinated. We’ve never felt safer knowing that his health is in good hands. We can only shake our heads in amazement as to how lives change. In the last year, we’ve been unable to find a vaccine that can protect all children from these vaccines, and the number of children who will never be vaccinated, and the best way to do that is to vaccinate them against whatever pathogen they may be.

We have now been a part of the community for an incredible year and would like to thank the Engineering Community for much of our current success. For those who do not yet know us, we are the high school grade around campus. If you’d like to find us at 177 College Street, second floor next day to the Second Cup.

You can keep yourself informed of our ever changing and always home-cooked daily specials on facebook.com or on Twitter @collegechef.

Bar Fights Plummets as Weather Temperature
In an impressive piece of independent research, University of Toronto students have released a paper showing that incidents of violence have a drastic effect of reducing pub shootings. The research suggests that not only are numbers more content to nurse their drinks than party, but it is also literally too cold to take it outside.

How many children today will be able to enjoy cruising through the rest of your life.

Vaccines are a priority. Big information companies like Sony can be pretty sensitive about these things. The Supreme Leader tends to get pretty testy, so shutting up is a priority. While editing can be a valuable element in the writing process, the actual writing itself is what’s most important. Therefore, if you don’t have time for one of the three, writing is strongly encouraged over editing. Scientists believe that the may be on the widespread preference of drawing a blank more than lines versus an actual blank page. Furthermore, an ongoing research has also determined that desperate quants are common foods in under-powerful writing. Deep analysis surfaced that those serve to encourage a half-assed smile from the audience as well as some sympathy (please, I’m not even getting paid to write this shit) that study have also now shown at the threshold for panic resides at approximately 10 minutes before the deadline. Experts are not entirely sure of this due to the superstition that 13 is an unlucky number, but if it’s 9, it would then need to do with the number 3 which is part of the number 13. It is important to mention that there are three letters in the first three words of this sentence. This is a genuine sentence contained the words “three letters” therefore confirming the illuminati involvement. To end on a formal note, submitting a project, task, or article before the deadline shows initiative and is one of the subject lines started their assignment early, additional help will be able to offer their work early. Even if you haven’t done last paragraph, heck, even your last sentence, your superior will be much more.
So, Only Read the Toike for the Headlines, Huh?

Mike Letourneau
Toike Oike Editor

Here you are on the last page and boy, have you read all the headlines and think you've gotten all the good jokes out of this issue. What you may be failing to recognize, however, is all of those articles whose titles you got a cheap chuckle out of actually contained bodies of text as well. Yeah. Some were nonsense, too. One of our stressed and probably hungover staff took out a laugh for a laugh or two. Your type makes me sick.

You might think it’s no big deal, but it is insulting to us humourists. I mean, what do you think we do at our meetings? Just sit around like a bunch of schmucks and pull gnat headlines out of our ass? Think, think, we don't. Sometimes we plan the contempt, too. Now either read a few of the actual articles, or put this cheap chatty back behind the front, or you dusty bastard.

The Toike Oike’s Guide to IEEE Citations

Not intended for citing articles from the Toike Oike

Alt Efett
IEEE Conference of New

T he IEEE citation method is the standard for all engineering documents, but where it comes from or how to apply it are mysteries lost to time. Luckily, we here at the Toike Oike have sprung out how to imitate the process, or at least try trick your grader into thinking that you know what you are doing.

Step 1: Complete your research on your topic and gather your resources. Resources can be any published material, while additional resources such as interviews, surveys and emails can be used, they are not necessarily included in the IEEE format.

Step 2: Organize your data in the form of an outline; this is the collection of the entire order of reference in your paper should match.

Step 3: Mark all in-text citations with superscript numbers enclosed in square brackets (i.e. [1]).

For example: "Scientists have recently discovered a direct correlation between intelligence levels and vocabulary size below your buttocks” [1].

Step 4: End all in-text citation references with a date, year, end your reference or end your paper.

Step 5: Go back into the referenced paper and add text.

Step 6: Have fun.

Tinder Dickipic

Olly Swell
Toike Oike Editor

T his picture from “Juliet in the Window” is one of a tasteful arrow that shows off his great slight curvature, perfect for hitting that gap. The inclusion of the skimmer is a wise choice, enhancing the skier’s perception of his length. The lighting is sub-par; however, the background is not a distracting money bond or a sketchy cut interior. His use of the Ride filter really complements his member.

Benefit points for the stays piles – you won’t need to floss when you’re done with them.

It could benefit from a better shot – it’s just for the messages he’s sending you) and a shallow depth of field. Turning the camera a bit so that it faces the head a bit more would make this shot look tighter and more proportionate.

“Name changed to protect fake online identity.

Olly Swell
Toike Oike Editor

T ermination engineer Oskar Vinkula has been brought up on charges of negligence. Despite a spotless tem- porary career as a civil engineer, he now stands to lose his iron ring, and many like him may face the same.

Vinkula faces charges after playground skills he had commissioned snapped, injuring his own ten-month-old son who was using it at the time. According to industry sources, the infant was not approved for use with that include skates, nor it was structurally sound to begin with.

“This is an increasingly common complaint,” said a representative from the Professional Engineers of Ottawa. “Kids these days just have had a hard time understanding the nuances they used to. They’re loud, inefficient, and frankly, their squishy loud is pitiful. Engineers need to be more responsible when coming up with these new designs.”